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Le Mans 24 Hours – Vaillante-Rebellion partnership



Thanks to the joint efforts of Graton Editeur, Mo-
tul and Rebellion Racing, the cartoon hero Michel 
Vaillant will be on the starting line of the 24 Hours 
of Le Mans and the FIA World Endurance Cham-
pionship in 2017. The three partners involved have 
come up with an original concept, at the cross-
roads of fiction and reality, to pay tribute to the 
most famous of all fictional racing drivers.
60 years old and 20 million albums after 'Le Grand 
Défi', Michel Vaillant will be making his comeback 
in an album on the 24 Hours. Entitled 'Rébellion', it 
will be released on 2 June,  just before the Test Day 
On the very real asphalt of the circuits, two Oreca 
07s will be entered under the Vaillante-Rebellion 
banner by the Swiss team partnered technically by 

Motul, with the aim being to win in LMP2. 
Mathias Beche, Nelson Piquet Jr and  David Hei-
nemeier Hansson will take it in turns in the cockpit 
of #13 while Nicolas Prost, Bruno Senna and Ju-
lien Canal will share the wheel of #31. Apart from 
Michel Vaillant's 13th album having Le Mans as 
its backdrop, number 13 reminds us of one of his 
most famous adventures 'Le 13 est au départ', and 
it's also the number that team Rebellion has worn 
each year in Le Mans since 2009.
'Endurance enthusiasts will also remember the 
'Courage-Vaillante' that featured Motul's colours 
and which came 4th in the overall in 1997, just 
twenty years ago,' added Hélène Zaugg, Head of 
Communication at the Motul Group. 

LE MANS 24 HOURS
VAILLANTE-REBELLION PARTNERSHIP

MICHEL VAILLANT BACK IN LE MANS  
WITH MOTUL AND REBELLION RACING
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The first event of the final phase of the FIM Ice 
Speedway Gladiators Championship was not kind 
to the riders. With a temperature of -14°C and heavy 
snowfall, they faced gruelling track conditions on 
Saturday 4 and Sunday 5 February in Togliatti. Rus-
sian Dmitry Koltakov lived up to his status as a ri-
der supported by Motul in a championship where 
Motul is the presenting partner. He is the first lea-
der after Final 1, but only a single point ahead of 
his compatriot Dmitry Khomitsevich. The duel 
between the last two world champions has got 
back off too a flying start.
No observation round for our gladiators of the im-
possible and none of the 4,500 spectators  remained 

frozen in front of such a heated show. On Saturday, 
Koltakov and Khomitsevich scored 18 points each 
but the former got the upper hand by beating his ri-
val in the final. On Sunday, Khomitsevich fell in the 
31st of the 40 races of the weekend... while trying to 
pass Koltakov! The latter thus had two points in the 
lead in the intermediary standings. The two conten-
ders each won their half-final before facing one ano-
ther for the final battle where, this time, Khomitsevich 
took his revenge. 3rd at the beginning of the race, 
Koltakov managed to pass Austrian Franz Zorn, to 
keep a point in the lead in the overall. But,  for sure, 
the two Russian stars of frosty speedways have not 
finished keeping us on tenterhooks this year!

FIM ICE SPEEDWAY 
GLADIATORS 
TOGLIATTI 

KOLTAKOV FIRST LEADER
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Dmitry Koltakov, 37 pts

Dmitry Khomitsevich, 36 pts

Daniil Ivanov, 30 pts
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LEADING SCORERS AFTER FINAL 1

Dmitry Koltakov
Jawa 500cc



To say that this staging of the Bathurst 12 Hour 
was spectacular is far below the truth. On this 
4 February where dangers abounded, the race 
had for example to be neutralised twice during 
the last half hour owing to crashes caused by 
the same driver gunning for glory! This atypical 
event, which starts just before sunrise, opened 
like last year the Intercontinental GT Challenge 
with a fantastic field. Australian team Tekno Au-
tosports, victorious in 2016, entered two McLaren 
650S GT3s with Motul's technical support. Da-
maged in the trials, #59 could not take the start 
but #1 pushed forward twice from the back of the 
pack to bag a solid 5th place.  

With defending Blancpain Endurance champions 
Rob Bell and Côme Ledogar teamed with the 
champion of the 2016 Pirelli World Challenge, Al-
varo Parente, #1 was in good hands. But this dream 
team had to start off from the pit-lane following a 
technical glitch. Just when he had clawed back thir-
ty or so places in one hour of race, Rob Bell stopped 
twice on the track before pitting at slow speed. Of 
the four laps lost in solving the problem, three could 
be caught up. Côme Ledogar came 4th, 6 minutes 
from the goal when he was pushed and spun out. 
He contented himself with the Top 5 for his maiden 
experience on Mount Panorama circuit that lived 
singularly up to its legend this year!

INTERCONTINENTAL GT CHALLENGE 
BATHURST 12 HOUR

TEKNO AUTOSPORTS HEROIC  
IN ADVERSITY

RACE
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R.. Bell - A. Parente - C. Ledogar
Tekno Autosports

McLaren 650S GT3



On Friday 3 February, team Suzuki World MXGP 
unveiled its new Factory RM-Z450WS as well as its 
2017 riders  in its Lommel headquarters in Belgium. 
The very next day, the team partnered technically 
by Motul was in England for Hawkstone Internatio-
nal. Motocross. The structure managed by multi-
ple world champion Stefan Everts could continue 
to fine-tune its preparation while celebrating its 
first podium of the season. 
Suzuki factory team will be present at all levels of 
the pyramid or almost. At the top, our faithful com-
panion, Belgian Kevin Strijbos, is joined by Lithua-
nian Arminas Jasikonis, who started the season by 
coming 3rd in MX1 at Hawkstone Park. The MX2 
squad sporting yellow and blue look terrific. 2016 
world vice-champion 2016 Jeremy Seewer will be 

teamed with Ben Vaessen and Hunter Lawrence. 
They finished the first event of the year respec-
tively 5th, 7th and 4th.  
Mickaël Pichon was double world champion with 
Suzuki. Fifteen year later, the brand will be signing 
up his son Zachary, new to EMX250. By way of a 
nod, let's not forget the very young Liam Everts 
and Jett Lawrence entered in EMX85. We'll have re-
cognised, thanks to their famous surname, the son 
of Stefan and the brother of Hunter!  
'The new RM-Z450WS is a fantastic machine. We 
have full support from Japan and are highly mo-
tivated so that Suzuki gets back on the top step,' 
Stefan Everts said to the journalists invited to Lom-
mel and to the Internet users who saw the team's 
presentation on live streaming.

MOTOCROSS WORLD  
CHAMPIONSHIP
SUZUKI WORLD MXGP TEAM PRESENTATION

GREAT AMBITIONS  
FOR SUZUKI WORLD MXGP
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A. Jasikonis - S. Everts - K. Strijbos
 Suzuki RM-Z450WS



Each year since 1975, except 1991 owing to the 
Gulf war, hundreds of courageous and fearless 
enthusiasts rush to the riding hell on sand at the 
Touquet Enduropale. The main 3 hour race attracts 
more than 1000 contenders in its main race, wi-
thout counting the Juniors, Espoirs, Vintage and 
the 368 contending in Quaduro. At the end of 
this 42nd staging on 4 and 5 February, two teams 
partnered technically by Motul shone particularly 
with a podium on two wheels and a win on four! 
 Team Honda SR moved closer to Motul at the be-
ginning of this year. This association has already 
produced initial results with Richard Fura's third 
place already in the first participation in Le Touquet 

of the structure managed by Josse Sallefranque. 
Despite an average start, a few falls and a slight 
shoulder injury, Richard fought like the devil on his  
new Honda CRF450R to bag his first podium on 
the Touquet sand. His team-mate, Xavier Boog, in 
contrast, had to quit as his machine collided and 
was damaged by the impact. 
Jérémie Warnia is the undisputed specialist of 
Quad in all its diversity, from Cross to Supercross 
without forgetting the Bajas or cross country En-
durance … a non-exhaustive list. He has just won 
his sixth Quaduro on sand. After a first prudent lap, 
he took the lead and kept it to the end. In doing so, 
he also bagged the French championship bronze 

QUAD & BIKE BEACH CROSS  
FRENCH CHAMPIONSHIPS
LE TOUQUET

LE TOUQUET AT FULL THRUST 

Richard Fura
Team Honda SR

Honda CRF450R
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